INITIAL D

virtual driving experience

Drivers, start your engines!

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT PRIMETIME AMUSEMENTS: 1.800.550.0900
VISIT US AT: HTTP://PRIMETIMEAMUSEMENTS.COM
The latest sequel to the coin-op classics, Initial D Version 1, 2, and 3 is a virtual driving experience combining the stimulating racecar joyride with Lindberg's beautiful graphics.

**New and improved features**

- 32" LCD monitor for high-resolution images
- Newly designed steering wheel based on real racing models
- Latest model speakers with excellent treble quality
- Cabinet fully equipped with a gas pedal, break pedal, and a shift lever
- Players can choose between three different modes: Legend of the Streets, Time Attack, and In-Store Battle
- New Initial D4 License Card (IC card with a printing function) can store players' profile, garage, racing record, and time attack play data
- Custom characters—players are able to print a face of their "My Character" onto the face photo section of the card
- The Initial D License Card holds data that is worth up to 3 different cars
- New car choices and new locations
- Newly added Impreza WRX STI (DBBF) and the Lancer Evolution IX GSR (CT9A)
- Players can "Customize Shop" changing the Engine/Drivetrain, Intake/Exhaust, Cooling, Suspension, Body, and Electronic Components